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Romuald then dwelt ... in the territory of Rainerius, who afterwards became Marquis of Tuscany. Now this Rainerius had put aside his own wife on the grounds of consanguinity and married the wife of a relative whom he had persecuted and killed. This is why Romuald, so that he would not become a participant in the crime, did not want to remain in the territory as a guest, but sent him a gold piece for water and another for wood. Although Rainerius refused them, preferring to give his property rather than to receive anything from the holy man, nevertheless he eventually accepted them rather than have Romuald leave.

When Rainerius had become lord of the region, he used to say that "Not the Emperor, not any other man, is able to strike great fear into me in the way that the appearance of Romuald terrifies me—before his face I do not know what to say, nor can I find any excuses by which I could defend myself." In truth, the holy man possessed by divine gift the grace that whatever sinners, especially powerful men of the world, would come into his presence would soon be struck with internal trembling ("tremefactis visceribus") as if they were in the presence of the majesty of God.

—Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi.

According to Peter Damian’s life of Romuald of Ravenna, written about fifteen years after Romuald’s death between ca. 1025 and late 1027, the very sight of the holy hermit so overwhelmed the future Marquis Rainerius that he could neither bear to face him nor to lose him. Rudolph Otto does not describe the "mysterium tremendum" more graphically. What terrors must have racked Italy at the turn of the millennium if Romuald’s very presence had this effect on all sinners!

Yet Romuald was no isolated figure. In the eleventh and early twelfth century, crowds of clerics and laymen, men and women, rich and poor flocked to the mountains and forests in what has been called a "Renaissance of eremitical asceticism." Peter the Hermit (d. 1115), riding on his donkey, led tens of thousands of poor men to their deaths on the ill-fated "Popular Crusade." Norbert of Xanten (d. 1134), barefoot and clad in skins, received from the
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pope himself permission to preach throughout Europe, and ultimately founded the Praemonstratesian order and ascended to the Archbishophric of Magdeburg. Less fortunate was the similarly clad Henry of Lausanne (d. post 1136) whose authority to preach was revoked but who continued on a heretical career for many more years. Eilbert of Crespin (d. 1140) dwelt in a reclusory so surrounded by suppliants that it appeared to be a city under siege, a place where crowds of men too numerous to secure private confession would yell out their sins to the saint. Not only the hermit’s hagiographers but even the critics who disparaged the rabble ("vulgus") who followed him attest his popularity. Perhaps its best witness is the new vernacular literature where the hermit, not the priest or monk, becomes the representative of the Church.

Why were Romuald and his fellow hermits so popular? Scholars have answered in different ways: medieval historians have made unsystematic observations, anthropologists and sociologists have abstracted the hermit’s social role out of his religious milieu, and religious studies scholars have developed a possible way to return it by focusing on the holy man’s presentation of Christ. In this study I indicate the achievements and limitations of these methods, and then propose a different approach to the problem of the hermit’s popularity—examination of the hermit as a religious symbol—which not only incorporates the best insights of the previous methods but also provides a basis for future studies of radical ascetics in general.

Medieval and Western Church historians have tended to analyze the hermit’s popularity descriptively and non-systematically. The resulting diversity is illustrated in the best available survey of the eleventh/twelfth century heremtical revival, the published reports of the conference on hermitism held at La Mendola in 1963. In the opening address Cinzio Violante suggested that the hermit became a familiar medieval figure because he had more opportunity than the monk to mix with the common people and because his non-conformity and extravagant excesses appeared marvelous to the popular mentality. Jean Leclercq noted that the hermit’s forest home was, in romances anyway, the refuge of lovers and the home of beasts who could lead hunters to him. Étienne Delaruelle implied that the hermit’s apostolic work, especially his evangelical poverty,
reinforced the influence of his preaching, penitential preaching that otherwise might not have been available to the masses. Anna Maria Finoli emphasized that the knight and hermit both ventured in the mysterious world of the forest and both had a heroic individualistic conception of life which led them to abandon the usual, the mediocre, the banal for an ideal of perfection. All these observations have some merit, but no single one of them convincingly explains widespread popular veneration. Their very diversity brings to mind the descriptions of the elephant given by the blind men in the ancient fable, each describing the beast in terms of the part held.\textsuperscript{12}

Students of cross-cultural religious phenomena have a broader perspective on hermit popularity. They postulate a social function for the hermit, seeing not only the hermits of Western Christianity but also other radical ascetics such as the malamatis of Islam, the bik-khus of Sri Lanka, and the prophets of Israel (whose very conduct was to offer "signs and wonders"). They all are said to exhibit "charismatic leadership," Max Weber's concept of leadership by the gift of God, an irrational leadership demanding total assent which can serve as a focus of opposition to established institutions and thus may be favored in traditional societies in times of crisis.\textsuperscript{13}

In recent years scholars have attempted to elucidate why charismatic leadership is so often attributed to dramatic ascetics. Mary Douglas claims that the body image naturally reflects religious and social perceptions, and that therefore the shaggy unkempt ascetic provides the perfect focus of opposition to tightly organized societies.\textsuperscript{14} Weston La Barre sees the holy man as a perverted father figure for societies that choose to respond to social distress by reverting back to childhood.\textsuperscript{15} Victor Turner finds that the distance from the world established by the pilgrim (a figure distinguished from the hermit by the fact that he is going someplace) makes him a potential witness to value beyond the structured society, a symbol of a communitas that transcends the structures of everyday life.\textsuperscript{16} Despite widely different presuppositions, these authors see the conspicuous ascetic as an expression of non-secular value—by remotion we might say as an expression of the sacred.
Such insights help explain the fear and trembling that seized the future Marquis Rainerius when he beheld Romuald. Romuald was "wholly other." Rainerius links the fear to Romuald's face, which suggests Emmanuel Levinas' philosophical conception of the "face" of another as the one vehicle that breaks a person's infinite egocentricity and leads to an awareness of independent values. Also fearsome was Romuald's presence and aspect—presumably his unshaven hair, emaciated body, bare feet and bare legs, unwashed hair shirt, filthy fur overgarment, and staff—which produced a total effect so awesome, that upon meeting Romuald the Emperor Henry II cried out, "Would that my soul were in your body!"

Yet the cross-cultural theories of the impact of ascetics do not fully elucidate Romuald's charisma. Few saints' lives speak abstractly of sanctitas, and none of communitas. Rainerius perceived Romuald through his Christian tradition—a mediated perception. To him Romuald presented Christian holiness, not "the holy."

Some scholars, particularly in religious studies, have begun to solve the problem of how a holy man is perceived by stressing his recapitulation and perceived recapitulation of his religious founder. Masaharu Anesaki traced Nichiren's "thorough going conformity to, or emulation of, Buddha's deeds and works." Earle Waugh emphasized the Sufi perception of Mohammed as archetype. And most recently William Clebsch has identified in religious men different types of Christian spirituality, finding "a variety of Christianities, evinced in various manifestations of Christ." This orientation is theologically impeccable: it places the perception of the holy man's sacredness at the orthodox heart of his religion.

Yet the recapitulation of Christ model may not be fully adequate to describe how the hermit's holiness is perceived. Although Rainerius did not attempt to explicate his feelings of awe, a priest did, whose toothache Romuald's power had healed, when he loudly began to thank God that "truly an angel of God, truly a holy prophet, a great light hidden from the world appears in our region"—he would have continued in this vein except that Romuald's disciples, who knew that such words upset their master, were finally able to quiet him.
Of course, Christ might well have been perceived explicitly or implicitly in Romuald. He had traded the great war horse that Emperor Otto III had given him for an ass, which Damian says was "an animal he rode more freely, out of love of our Redeemer who had ridden on the back of an ass." He healed a man by blowing on him "just as our Redeemer is read to have blown, when he deigned to bestow the Holy Spirit on the apostles (John 20:22)."

Even more prominently, however, Romuald seemed to be a prophet. Not only did the priest hail him as a holy prophet, but he was derided as a false prophet when one of his nine reported foretellings appeared improbable. In ecstasies he received divine wisdom to expound the Scriptures. His fasting and rags gave him a prophetic appearance. He healed as Elijah healed Naaman in the Jordan (IV Kings 5:10). And in an unhistorical projection Peter Damian says that he died at 120 years of age, which is the age Moses attained.

Romuald also appears as a heroic warrior: not a military warrior—for it was a turbulent family feud that prompted Romuald’s first ascetical retreat—but a spiritual warrior. Romuald, a soldier of Christ ("miles Christi"), fights perpetually. His asceticism wars against his own body. He battles with demons, so successfully that requests for advice force him to agree to write a Libellus de Pugna Demonum. He miraculously avoids assassination. A heroic paradigm underlying all these conflicts is revealed by the challenges Romuald issues to his enemies, insults in the style of contemporary epic: to his own carnal nature, when good food was served, "O gullet, gullet, you know how sweet, how delightful this food is to you—but woe to you, for you will never taste it;" to Satan prowling about the hermitage (actually to some monks compelled by natural necessity to leave camp at night), "Where are you going now, most evil one? What is there in the desert for you who have been thrown out of heaven? Get going, you dirty dog! Vanish, you old snake!"; to the devil appearing as an Ethiopian, "Behold, I am prepared—come and show if you have any strength! Are you completely powerless? ..."

Romuald is also associated with even less Christian aspects of the sacred, aspects focused in the medieval image of the wild man, a hairy, unkempt, solitary, irrational being, living in uncivilized
space, embodying aspects of ancient pagan deities such as Pan and Silvanus and witnessing the same psychological dynamics that had called forth these predecessors. Romuald is similarly unshaven, ragged, often solitary; he feigns madness on one occasion, and associates with a hermit reckoned insane by the less devout; he lives in swamps, cemeteries, and other wild places. He spent so much time in one swamp that he temporarily lost his hair and turned green.

Even more is echoed in Romuald. For priest healed of toothache he is "truly an angel of God," an image Damian also evokes when he compares Romuald to one of the Seraphim. His mystical experiences are twice compared with Paul's. He is a virtual martyr. He imitates the desert fathers. He is a temple of the Holy Spirit.

Romuald's impact on Rainerius and others involved a complex interaction of historical circumstances, a cross-culturally known charismatic role, and a contemporary Christian perception of his role that went far beyond imitation of Christ. What is needed is a research stance that can handle all these variables. I propose that historians of religion might do well to treat the hermit as a religious symbol, a single image expressing various aspects of the sacred. The word symbol has been misused and abused, but this rough handling has given it a valuable ambiguity for it can express at one and the same time the symbol as a cipher (an arbitrary sign), the symbol as a sign with some inherent connection with its referent(s), and the symbol as the reality itself. A religious symbol, thus, is something which designates the sacred, is a channel for the sacred, or is in some mysterious way the sacred reality itself. The religious symbol tends to sum up what is known about the sacred, and gains in power by being multivalent, by synthesizing many references into a single image.

Scholars have rarely treated ascetics as religious symbols. They have studied "divine men" where the human and divine mix explicitly; they have noted institutionalized sacred roles; but they have not analyzed systematically the other ways in which men act as a cipher for or a channel for the sacred. Mircea Eliade, the preeminent historian of religions, recognizes that a life history may
become a paradigm, but never treats the ascetic as a "sacerdote."\textsuperscript{35} The most recent symposium on medieval symbolism is similarly silent.\textsuperscript{36}

Yet a change may be underway. Peter Brown describes the prophetic and angelic aspects of the Late Roman Syrian monk and notes that such a holy man is "a living icon bringing dribblets of the sacred into the world."\textsuperscript{37} Here in Numen in 1981 Ilana Friedich Silber finds that the Theravadin village monks are primarily expected to conform to a highly stylized image, so that "it seems that monks are not fully required to adhere to the highest values, it is enough if they symbolize them."\textsuperscript{38}

To demonstrate that the hermit can be profitably analyzed as a religious symbol, one need look no further than the first hermit of Christian tradition, John the Baptist. His charisma was well described nearly 2000 years ago, when Jesus is said to have replied to John's disciples:

What went you out in the desert to see? A reed shaken with the wind? But what went you out to see? A man clothed in soft garments? Behold, they that are clothed in soft garments are in the house of kings. But what went you out to see? A Prophet? Yea, I tell you, and more than a prophet. For this is he of whom it is written: 'Behold, I send my angel before thy face, who shall prepare thy way before thee (Malachi 3:1).'

Matthew 11:7-10

Christ here is fully aware that John himself was a wonder. Men went out not just to hear his preaching but to see him. He had a charisma that could not be solely explained in terms of his accessibility, his poverty, his collected asceticisms, or his camel's hair jacket. He was a locus of the sacred.

Christ's words here attempt to describe this holiness. True, the task is technically impossible if the sacred is presumed to be ineffable, but Christ is able to interpret the sacredness well enough for the tradition by linking John to two sacred categories accepted by his audience. John was a prophet—a man who could convey the divine message to men. And he was more than a prophet. He was an ἅγγελος, a messenger, in Latin translation an angel. That Christ could have proceeded even further is illustrated by Peter Damian's acclamation of the Baptist as "patriarch, prophet, angel, apostle, evangelist, virgin, martyr, precursor, and friend of the bridegroom."\textsuperscript{39} To multiply the resonances of the sacred individual
is rhetorically effective, so long as he apparently conforms to the sacred categories cited and so long as the hagiographic language itself has not become too devalorized by such encomiums. Since the primary aim of a hagiographer, according to the dean of the Bollandists, Baudouin de Gaiffier, is to “further the cult of the saint,” one would expect that a virtuoso hagiographer would assimilate his hero to all the sacred models he could.

What do these categories mean? In the case of John the Baptist Christians have unanimously accepted him as a literal prophet but have divided on whether or not he was an actual angel. One advantage of viewing the hermit as a religious symbol is that this term’s inherent ambiguity enables us to avoid the sometimes impossible task of determining how literally a popular audience might interpret the sacred categories applied to its holy patrons.

Romuald’s impact can be understood when he is viewed as a symbol, for he was perceived to stand in a direct relationship to the sacred, a relationship that human beings in the world could only perceive and express by analogy with other sacred models. Like other pious Christians, Romuald himself, in designing his life, would have conscientiously assimilated himself to sacred paradigms: he would have lived angelically, spoken out like a prophet, followed Christ, and preached apostolically (a rich analysis of ancient and medieval Christian models can be found in Jean Leclercq’s *La vie parfaite*). Sometimes he would have done this indirectly by imitating other holy men such as the desert fathers. He would not have been immune to the popular awe attached to warfare and wilderness. About fifteen years after his death, his witness of Christian sacredness was memorialized and almost certainly extrapolated in the *Vita Romualdi* by Peter Damian, whose sources were disciples and friends of the saint, men who also might well have seen in Romuald an angel of God, a holy prophet, a great light hidden from the world. Moreover, Damian will have conformed their reminiscences to his own and to his audience’s conceptions of the holy life, tending to expand not only orthodox Christian images but also more popular ones. Yet, given the fact that Romuald was hailed as a saint while he lived, that a continuous community tradition spans the fifteen years between his life and Damian’s work, and that Damian is a relatively conscientious
author, there is no reason to presume that the essential character of the perception of Romuald’s sacredness differs greatly from the way it was seen during his lifetime. We thus find him intimately involved with the sacred models of his contemporary Christianity; he verifies them by revealing them, and they verify his mission by placing his power into an accepted context.

The symbolic perspective provides a way to understand the popularity of the medieval hermit. He was venerated because he was connected with and expressed the sacred. This recognition pulls together the diverse observations advanced by the La Mendola scholars: his curious extravagances witness a reality beyond normal life; his mysterious forest places him into a pre-Christian sacred realm; his poverty is the poverty of Christ and of the apostles; his knightly connections link him to heroic values. The symbolic perspective reveals that to explain the hermit’s popularity solely in terms of his alleged greater propinquity to the common people or of his curiosity-provoking asceticism is as inadequate as it would be to explain the crucifix’s popularity in terms of the availability of materials or of its aesthetic qualities—in reality both are popular primarily because they efficiently condense the multiple resonances of Christian mythology. They are symbols that admirably convey the sacred.

One of the least studied areas of religion is the role of holy men, the role of modeling within a tradition. Can recognition of the hermit and other radical ascetics as religious symbols provide a basis for research? At least it should help avoid the impressionistic quality of non-selective description, the deemphasis on the mediating tradition characteristic of sociological abstraction, and the far too timeless image, constant despite varying shades and emphases, that results from concentration on recapitulation of the founder. At best it enables the holy man to be recognized for his essential holiness, whose expression in all sorts of orthodox and folk images, an expression varying over time, provides a remarkable index of change as well as of continuity.

The symbolic perspective may help illuminate changes in the hermit’s social importance. Why, for example, do hermits suddenly have a new popularity in eleventh/early twelfth century Western
Europe? In what ways were they symbolically efficient religious symbols for that society? In what ways did they express the sacred better than, for example, the monks of Cluny? And why and how did the eremitical movement institutionalize and decline in relative importance after the mid-twelfth century?

Comparison of the sacred resonances attributed to holy men might help reveal significant similarities and differences between various regions and schools of asceticism. For example, does the hermit’s unusually great popularity in medieval England rest on any differences of perception of him versus his fellows on the Continent? Or can the symbolic perspective shed light on the exact relationship between the tenth century Italo-Greek hermits and the Latin revival of hermitism first in Italy and then in the north—are the Italo-Latin hermits perceived in ways closer to the Italo-Greek hermits than are the northern hermits, the pattern that would be postulated if diffusion were a factor? What are the sources of the eremitical revival in seventeenth century France?

Finally, recognition of the hermit’s symbolic function may provide a basis for cross-cultural comparison of ascetics. Although universal biographical patterns have not yet been well studied, the tight cluster of traits that comprise the radical ascetic life provides a possible place to begin. How do the values attached to a Western Christian hermit compare to those attached to a ragged Sufi wanderer or to a Ceylonese hermit? How do the similarities and differences of their religious traditions affect their witness of the sacred?
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